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A vexing question for both social scientists and policy makers is why public valuations (the majority’s publicly enacted preferences) often become wildly disjointed from objective conditions. Well-known examples include moral panics like witch hunts, in which fantastical beliefs are widely endorsed; the cult of personality in authoritarian regimes, where millions of people proclaim allegiance to a cruel leader or bankrupt ideology; norms that are broadly enforced despite questionable social value; and financial market bubbles, when prices greatly exceed valuations justified by the economic fundamentals.

A common account of such episodes is that people have succumbed to mass hysteria or delusion. However, sociological and political science studies highlight mechanisms of exit and voice (Hirschman 1970). That is, support for authoritarian regimes often depends less on citizens’ delusion about how the regime governs and more on restrictions on speech and assembly that silence their dissent, and on social pressure that motivates them to dissimulate (publicly feign allegiance) (Wedeen 1999). Similar logic holds in less extreme cases like moral panics and questionable norms (Centola, Willer, and Macy 2005). There, actors may be highly committed to a particular community, thus limiting their use of exit, and voicing dissent may be socially risky, even if formally permissible.

From this perspective, though, financial market bubbles are hard to explain. After all, financial markets are defined by vehicles for exit and voice, with such vehicles eliminating distortions in prevailing public valuations (prices). Consider the stock market. If investors believe stocks are overpriced, they can exit by selling their shares, thus lowering prices. Also, investors can publicly question the inflated prices with no attendant social risk, both informally and through various forms of arbitrage. Because such arbitrage generates high returns when skeptical investors are right, significant gaps between price and value should never endure. Accordingly, the orthodox financial-economic view of bubbles—as summarized in the efficient market hypothesis (EMH)—argues that the mechanisms supporting exit and voice in markets are so powerful, and the incentives for using them so high, that bubbles are effectively impossible (Garber 2000).

Yet bubbles do occur. Examples include Dutch tulips in the 1630s, shares of the South Sea Company in 1720, the U.S. stock market of the 1920s, Internet stocks in the late 1990s, U.S. housing...
in the 2000s, and the subject of this article—the mid-2000s U.S. private equity bubble, when asset prices rose far above historic levels. Echoing accounts of other distorted public valuations, heterodox scholars have adopted one of two approaches when explaining these phenomena.

**Collective Delusion**

The most prominent heterodox approach assumes that bubbles inflate when a majority of investors become collectively deluded about asset values. By some accounts, investors are driven to unreasonable estimates of value when they convince themselves that “this time is different”—that inflated prices make sense because of fundamental economic changes invalidating “the old rules of financial valuation” (Reinhart and Rogoff 2009:xxxiv). Some argue that inflated valuations are especially likely when investors can obtain capital (in particular credit) cheaply because investors often ignore the cost of financing when estimating asset values (Minsky 1975, 1992). In general, behavioral economists focus on cognitive biases that lead investors to make mathematical errors or factual mistakes when estimating asset values (Lamont and Thaler 2003; Rashes 2001), whereas sociologists emphasize investors’ reliance on flawed theories of value that render them oblivious to major mispricings (MacKenzie 2011; Zuckerman 2012b). Yet whether ascribed to “animal spirits” (Akerlof and Shiller 2009), “euphoria” (Kindelberger 1978; 2005:13), a “fieldwide delusion” (Fliedstein and Goldstein 2010:34), or a “miasma of irrationality” (Pozner, Stimmmer, and Hirsch 2010:5), all such accounts suggest that bubbles are driven by widespread delusion about asset values.

**Institutionalist Perspective**

In contrast, a second approach suggests that bubbles can form without widespread delusion. Investors may recognize a mispricing, but institutional conditions prevent them from voicing dissent and correcting the distortion. Two variants of this perspective propose two distinct strategies that dissenting investors adopt and that fuel bubbles.

### Silenced Voice through Rational Sitting

During a bubble, short selling is the key way skeptical investors can dissent from prevailing public valuations and correct market distortions. It is the market equivalent of standing in the common square and proclaiming that the authoritarian regime is bankrupt or the witch hunt overblown. Specifically, it involves an investor borrowing a security the investor thinks is overpriced and selling it at that inflated price, then buying it back later after the price has fallen to repay the original owner and keep the profit. When orthodox theory assumes that bubbles are impossible because price-value distortions are immediately eliminated, it explicitly assumes this sort of arbitrage is unrestricted and riskless.

In reality, short sellers risk massive losses if prices continue to rise before correcting (De Long et al. 1996; Shleifer and Vishny 1997). Risk aside, short selling opportunities are often quite limited too. For example, the small float of Internet stocks prevented dissenters from shorting the 1990s bubble (Ofek and Richardson 2003), and before 2006, there were no institutional vehicles whatsoever for shorting the U.S. real estate market (Gorton 2008; Zuckerman 2009). Accordingly, rational sitting models observe that when prices rise, skeptical investors who would otherwise short sell are often unwilling to (because of risk) or unable to (because of market conditions), and so instead they sit on the sidelines (Miller 1977; Zuckerman 2012b). This cedes the market to more optimistic investors, and bubbles can inflate unchallenged. A key implication—one that distinguishes this perspective from collective delusion accounts—is that significant private dissent can be contemporaneous with a bubble: bubbles may be driven not by a deluded majority but by a deluded minority and silenced majority.

### Dissimulation through Optimal Dancing

Sharing this expectation of widespread dissent,
dancing models suggest that dissenters themselves may fuel a bubble by participating in—not sitting out of—the inflated market (Harrison and Kreps 1978). The logic comes originally from Keynes’s ([1936] 1960) observation that in liquid markets—where investors can move in and out of positions quickly and without affecting prices—paying inflated prices may be rational if investors expect to resell at even higher prices. This strategy is the market equivalent of dissimulation in other cases of distorted valuation: investors’ behavior suggests they endorse the public valuation, yet they privately dissent from it.

Investors often call such dissimulation “dancing until the music stops,” and we label this set of related theories optimal dancing models because they portray dancing as an optimal strategy, where dancers profit from their speculation, exiting the market just before it crashes (e.g., Abreu and Brunnermeier 2003; Brunnermeier and Nagel 2004; De Long et al. 1990b; Temin and Voth 2004).

Crucially, though, dancing is only predicted in liquid markets. Keynes ([1936] 1960:149–54) and all modern optimal dancing models assume this necessary condition, for without a high level of liquidity, dancers run the risk of holding over-priced assets when the “music stops,” and this risk outweighs the potential benefits of riding the bubble. In illiquid markets, optimal dancing models reduce to rational sitting models: investors who see that the market is in a bubble are expected to withdraw.

Agenda: Testing and Developing Heterodox Theory

This article begins by testing key implications of the heterodox approaches reviewed earlier against unique data—longitudinal interviews with private equity (PE) participants during and after that market’s mid-2000s bubble. First, we test competing predictions about investor sentiment during the PE bubble. The collective delusion perspective expects optimistic investors to predominate, whereas the institutionalist approach expects significant private dissent. This test is important because even though the institutionalist perspective seems compelling, it has received little direct empirical validation. In fact, we find evidence of widespread investor recognition during the PE bubble that asset prices far exceeded any reasonable estimate of fundamental value, and this constitutes the first direct evidence that a bubble can persist despite significant private dissent from prevailing prices. While collective delusion about value may drive other bubbles, this test strongly suggests that bubbles do not depend on such delusion.

Second, we test institutionalist theories’ common prediction about investor behavior in illiquid markets. Both rational sitting and optimal dancing models assume that investors who are sophisticated about value (who know prices are inflated) are also sophisticated in reading the market environment so as to know whether to sit or to dance—and, if they dance, that they know how to time their exit before a crash. There is no precedent, then, for our finding that in the illiquid PE market, most dissenters danced. Post-bubble evidence we present indicates this was a flawed investment strategy and the reason the PE bubble inflated to such heights.

These findings lay the groundwork for a proposed theoretical revision. We argue that bubbles can inflate even when there is no collective delusion about value but, instead, when there is collective error in the investment strategies pursued. Such errors are unanticipated by existing theory, and we draw on in-depth qualitative data from the PE market to probe their nature. The data reveal how misperceptions about market liquidity and peers’ strategies can make dancing seem viable even when it is not, and our analysis moves beyond institutional restrictions on voice to identify the crucial importance of institutional restrictions on market visibility as well.

Taken together, this article’s findings suggest that the errors fueling bubbles may pertain less to the cognitive and behavioral challenges of ascertaining asset values and more to the sociological and institutionally driven challenge of how to interpret one’s social and competitive landscape. This calls for a revision to the current behavioral finance agenda and offers a sociologically informed path forward for research on financial markets.
The Private Equity Market

There are approximately 600 PE firms in the United States. Together they possess more than $1 trillion in capital and own and control companies that employ more than 8 million American workers. Although the few largest firms employ 100 or more investors, most have staffs of 20 or fewer.

PE firms purchase companies with the goal of reselling them at a profit. Purchases are structured as leveraged buyouts (LBOs), meaning they are financed using not only equity but also debt raised from third-party lenders (e.g., commercial or investment banks). The debt is secured by the assets of the acquired company. The equity is drawn from PE funds—10-year limited partnerships for which the PE firm serves as general partner and its capital providers serve as limited partners (LPs). LPs are generally large institutions, including public and corporate pension funds, university and foundation endowments, and insurance companies. When a PE firm raises a fund, LPs commit a set amount of capital. The PE firm is then responsible for investing the fund’s capital. As it finds companies to purchase over the ensuing years, it calls down LPs’ capital commitments to finance the purchases. Upon selling a company, the PE firm returns to LPs the original capital plus 80 percent of any profit, and retains 20 percent (called carried interest).

When evaluating prospective investments, PE investors engage in months-long due diligence to value a target company. Two common methods of valuation are (1) a discounted cash flow analysis, whereby a company is worth its future cash flows discounted by time and risk, and (2) the application of historical, industry-specific purchase multiples to a company’s recent operating profit, whereby a dollar of operating profit is worth the same across time and within industry. PE prices typically reflect multiples of earnings before interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA)—that is, the price, or purchase multiple, for the investment is the total capital used to purchase the company (in equity and debt) divided by the company’s operating cash flow.

The Mid-2000s Bubble

The earliest PE firms were founded in the late 1960s and 1970s, and the market experienced its first bubble in the 1980s. From $1 billion in transactions in 1980, the market soared to more than $60 billion in transactions by 1988, then crashed, contracting to $4 billion by 1990 (Kaplan and Stein 1993). During the 1990s and early 2000s, the industry retrenched, then grew slowly. In the mid-2000s, an even larger bubble emerged.

Figure 1 shows the total value of all U.S. LBO deals from 1990 to 2012. Between 2005 and 2007, PE firms invested approximately $960 billion, far more than they had invested over the entire previous decade. This run-up was characterized by an unprecedented number and size of LBOs. The median LBO deal averaged $51 million in the 10 years prior to 2005 but grew to $59 million in 2005 and $100 million by the bubble’s 2007 peak. Importantly, these larger deals reflected the fact that PE investors were paying higher prices for the same fundamentals than they had historically. For the 5 and 10 years prior to 2005, median purchase multiples in PE averaged 6.6 times EBITDA, but they rose considerably during the bubble, reaching a record high of 11.4 times EBITDA in Q4 2007 and Q1 2008.

With the broader economic collapse in 2008 and 2009, the PE bubble popped and the market crashed. By 2009, the industry had returned to its early-2000s size, with only $58 billion in LBOs, a median deal size of $40 million, and median purchase multiples of 5.9 times EBITDA. Since the depths of the downturn, multiples and deal activity have increased somewhat, but the PE market remains far below its 2007 peak. Today there is widespread consensus among analysts and
market participants that this period constituted a bubble of historic proportions.\(^5\)

Both to understand how this happened and to develop more robust general theory, we test existing theories of bubbles against evidence from PE. Several conditions make this an ideal setting to pursue this agenda.

**Conditions Suggesting Widespread Delusion**

Collective delusion is a plausible explanation for this bubble given capital market dynamics at the time. Just as the first PE bubble occurred during the 1980s’ junk bond craze, this one occurred during an unprecedented surge in the credit markets. In the early 2000s, lenders began syndicating a portion of LBO debt, packaging it into collateralized loan obligations to trade in the secondary market. This shifted originating lenders’ incentives and encouraged more aggressive lending practices, meaning PE investors could access more debt at cheaper rates than ever before (Acharya, Franks, and Servaes 2007). Concurrently, equity capital from LPs also spiked (Figure 2).

Orthodox theory would argue that price increases merely reflected these exogenous changes in the cost of capital. However, the qualitative data we present later cannot be reconciled with this. For now, it is sufficient to note that such an account is inconsistent with the fact that mid-2000s PE investments have performed considerably worse than those of other times: estimated average returns for PE funds raised during the bubble are 52 percent of the historical average.\(^6\)

In fact, over the industry’s history, prices have risen and returns have suffered during periods of cheap and abundant capital, suggesting bubbles are particularly likely at just these moments (Kaplan and Stein 1993; Kaplan and Schoar 2005; Axelson, Jenkinson, and Strömberg 2013; Robinson and Sensoy 2011a). The surging capital markets, combined with poor investment returns, specifically suggest PE may have experienced the sort of capital-fueled collective delusion bubble Kindelberger (1978) described—that is, perhaps PE investors unwittingly paid inflated

---

\(^5\) In our interviews in 2010 and 2011, PE investors unanimously reported that the mid-2000s had been a massive bubble. Numerous industry reports and press articles discuss the unprecedented run-up in PE during those years (e.g., Pitchbook Data Inc. 2011).

\(^6\) At the time of this writing, current Pitchbook estimates of the median internal rate of return (IRR) for PE funds raised from 2005 to 2007 average 8.37 percent, compared to 16.07 percent for funds raised from 1980 to 2004. This may overstate returns during the bubble because IRR calculations for those years are based, in part, on PE investors’ own estimates of as-yet unrealized returns (i.e., companies bought during the bubble but not yet resold). A method of calculating PE returns that avoids this issue is the “realization multiple,” that is, the capital actually returned from investments thus far divided by the total initial capital invested. For funds raised from 1994 to 2004, the median realization multiple five years after a fund was raised averaged 0.56; for funds raised in 2005 to 2007, it is 0.23.
prices because abundant debt and equity blinded them to the actual cost of this capital.

A contemporaneous market development may have reinforced such value delusion. Historically, PE firms found LBO targets through proprietary networks. By the 2000s, however, target companies were increasingly retaining investment banks to run formalized auctions in which PE firms bid against one another. Auctions often induce participants to overpay (Thaler 1988), and because investment banks receive a percentage of the winning bid, they have an incentive to elicit the highest valuations possible regardless of fundamentals (cf. Ho 2009; Perrow 2010).

Conditions Suggesting Widespread Dissent

But could a majority of PE investors really have been so deluded about asset values? While the untrained “noise” traders driving many collective delusion stories may fall prey to behavioral biases and collective euphoria (see Akerlof and Shiller 2009; Barberis and Thaler 2005; Black 1986), PE is composed entirely of the type of investors and incentives thought to rationalize markets. Specifically, both PE firms and their LPs are sophisticated institutional investors, and the market has been explicitly structured to motivate PE investors to overcome behavioral biases and value target assets accurately (Jensen 1989).

For example, PE investors are required to co-invest alongside LPs, with at least 1 percent of any PE fund’s capital coming from its own personal capital (Kaplan and Strömberg 2009). They also share in their investments’ long-term profits through the 20 percent carried interest. This carried interest is itself typically contingent on factors that further motivate them to pay fair prices in pursuit of long-term returns—for example, LPs are often guaranteed a “hurdle rate,” meaning PE investors receive no carried interest until LPs reach a preset return on their capital; and PE firms face “clawback” provisions allowing LPs to recall carried interest from earlier deals if later investments perform poorly (Metrick and Yasuda 2010). Given this set of incentives, institutionalist theories that explain bubbles in the absence of widespread value delusion seem like promising candidates for explaining the PE bubble.

Conditions Leading to Testable Predictions

Though compelling, institutionalist theories have received little direct empirical testing or validation, and collective delusion theories remain the most prominent account of bubbles. Two conditions, however, make PE ideal for testing institutionalist predictions.
Short selling constraints. Testing institutionalist theories requires a market with short selling constraints, the mechanism assumed to silence even widespread dissent. PE certainly meets this condition: short selling is not just limited because of costliness or riskiness (as it is, say, in the public stock market) but rather it is outright impossible here. The assets being traded are private companies, so there are no freely traded securities to short. Moreover, the entire investment thesis is to go “long,” not short, and LPs contractually bind PE firms to limit their investment activities to LBO-like transactions. The strict mandate is to use LP capital to purchase companies, increase their value by driving operational and strategic improvements, then resell them at a higher price. Finally, just as PE investors cannot short the market, neither can industry outsiders short the equity of privately owned companies.

Because few PE firms are publicly traded and only a portion of their capital comes from the public market, there are insufficient freely traded shares for outsiders to exercise an effective short selling strategy.

The complete absence of short selling means we can test theoretical predictions about investor sentiment during the PE bubble: institutionalist theories predict considerable silent dissent on account of the restrictions on voice, whereas collective delusion theories expect widespread delusion.

Market illiquidity. Because PE is a highly illiquid market, we can also test institutionalist predictions about investor behavior during the bubble. Entire companies—not shares on an exchange—are bought and sold in this market. PE firms hold investments for an average of six years (Kaplan and Strömberg 2009), and, when they finally do exit an investment, they must sell the company to another company or PE firm or via public offering on the stock market. These exits—like the initial LBO itself—are long, complex transactions that take months and sometimes years to complete given financial, legal, and regulatory issues. This, and the industry’s long holding periods, mean investors cannot expect to sell assets readily, any time they wish.

Consequently, we should not expect PE investors to adopt a speculative orientation wherein they determine what price to pay today based on where they expect prices to move in the short term. Because they cannot liquidate holdings quickly, PE investors should be willing to pay only what they estimate the asset’s intrinsic value to be. In short, given PE’s illiquidity, institutionalist theories carry a clear common prediction in this market: dissenters should sit out of a bubble, not dance.

This hypothesis is compelling, but given the bubble and market conditions just described, there is reason to doubt it will be supported in PE. If PE investors are sophisticated and motivated to recognize when prices have risen above fundamental value, and if illiquidity makes dancing a poor strategy, then we should never see bubbles in this market. Yet PE experienced a massive bubble in the mid-2000s. This implies the market was dominated by one or two kinds of investors not easily reconciled with existing institutionalist theory and intuition: (1) those who are actually deluded into overestimating value despite their sophistication and incentives and/or (2) those who recognize that prices are inflated, yet opt to dance even though it is a poor strategy. Given this, we will not only test the predictions of collective delusion and institutionalist accounts for PE but also use our data on investor sentiment and strategies to move beyond these existing accounts.

Methods

This agenda necessitates capturing investors’ private beliefs about value during a bubble as well as their investment strategies. Our data and methods—interviews with PE market participants (N=82) in 2005 and re-interviews with those same participants in 2010 and 2011—are uniquely suited to obtaining such evidence.

The 2005 Sample: Capturing Market Sentiment in a Rising Bubble

In 2005, the lead author conducted 43 interviews in the PE industry as part of a larger multi-year
study on the nature and structure of PE investing. The author entered the industry with no previous awareness of—or intent to study—a PE bubble, and no interview questions asked directly about the issue. Rather, the interviews included several open-ended questions, such as, “Is there anything else I need to know about the current PE market as I begin to study it?” and “Are there any recent trends in the industry I should be aware of?” In response to these and other questions, respondents routinely volunteered their personal opinions on valuation levels in the current market. These responses reveal market participants’ beliefs about public valuations, but, crucially, without priming the idea of a bubble.

PE firms were randomly selected from a stratified sampling frame. First, the author compiled a comprehensive list of all PE firms. Because industry participants and observers regularly identify three distinct market segments—PE firms with small funds (several hundred million dollars or less), medium funds (several hundred million to a few billion dollars), and large funds (multi-billion-dollar funds, the largest of which are called mega-funds)—and because the dozen or so largest firms represent a sizable portion of all capital in the market, it was important to stratify the list of firms by size to gain a representative sample of both perspectives and capital in the market. PE firms were then randomly selected from each stratum.

Interviews with PE investors ($N=21$ individuals; $N=18$ firms) were then used to build a theoretical sample of other key PE market participants, including LPs ($N=6$) that invest in numerous PE firms; major investment banks ($N=7$) that interact with hundreds of PE firms as lenders, advisors, and auctioneers; consultants ($N=6$) who advise PE firms on due diligence; and trade journalists ($N=3$) who cover the entire industry. Given the industry’s reputation for intense secrecy, the author initially relied on key informants and personal contacts to gain access to the randomly selected PE firms and other market participants. However, response rates proved high (90 percent overall) regardless of method of access.

Re-interviews in 2010 and 2011: Identifying Investment Strategies during a Bubble

Following the crash, we re-interviewed the original sample, asking directly about respondents’ views of the mid-2000s market (which could be compared to their earlier statements) and about their firms’ specific investment strategies during those years. We later used a range of sources (industry reports, coverage of PE investments in the trade press, firms’ own press releases during the bubble) to validate these self-reported investment strategies.

The second wave contains 31 re-interviews (72 percent re-interview rate), where we interviewed either the original respondent from 2005 or someone from the original firm. During re-interviews, respondents consistently identified several PE firms and LPs known for particularly good or bad performance during the bubble as well as a consulting firm that actively advised firms during the bubble. Because these institutions could offer useful analytical traction and insight into dynamics during the bubble, we added them to the sample.

In total, the 2010 and 2011 sample contains 39 interviews. A supervised research assistant conducted the majority; the lead author conducted the remainder. Table 1 presents each wave’s sample structure.

Test 1: 2005 Market Sentiment—Collective Delusion or Unvoiced Dissent?

Our first result is straightforward. Despite factors in the capital markets and auctions that could have fed delusion, during the bubble, there was significant investor dissent from market prices, not widespread delusion that these prices reflected assets’ true value.

In 2005, 16 of 18 (89 percent) PE investors in our sample reported that the market was currently in a bubble with prices inflated above
Table 1: Qualitative Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005 Interviews</th>
<th>2010 Reinterviews</th>
<th>2010 New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private Equity Investors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (&gt;2bn)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium ($500m−2bn)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small (&lt;$500m)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limited partners</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investment bankers</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consultants to industry</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Journalists</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total interviews (N=82)</strong></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Because of multiple interviews at several firms, *N=18* distinct PE firms in 2005.

Reports were consistent across all market segments. A PE investor from a small firm commented, “The fundamental frustration within PE these days is the prices... If you’re buying a $12 million EBITDA business, historically you’d have to pay 6 to 7 times for it... [Now] people are willing to pay 8 to 9 times for that business. Valuations are getting crazy... We are seeing businesses we know a lot about go for stupid prices.” Another small-firm investor echoed this, saying, “Today’s prices are outrageous,” and “It’s just crazy in terms of valuations now.” A mega-fund investor spoke of inflated prices, then observed, “There are a lot of dumb deals being done.”

Consistent with their sense of a market bubble, such investors predicted a crash. An investor from a medium-sized firm insisted, “It’s a cycle... There will be a correction.” He elaborated, “PE firms are paying more for equivalent deals than they did in the past,” and, consequently, “private equity will blow up. You don’t have to write about it. It will happen.” Another warned, “Things have been going up for a while. They will come down at some point too... There will be some spectacular failures.”

In the full 2005 sample, 27 of 40 (68 percent) respondents reported that PE was in a bubble. Four of six LPs expressed skepticism about current prices. The manager of a university endowment was definitive that the market was in a bubble, drawing analogies between the current LBO market and previous bubbles elsewhere: “It’s not unlike the venture [capital] world in the late-90s. People see that the venture guys were nowhere near as clever as they thought they were. Same thing is going on in the buyout world today.” LPs do not directly evaluate the companies being purchased, however, and perhaps as a result, three expressed uncertainty about what these high prices meant exactly, puzzling whether prices were high because of an asset bubble or because of structural change in the industry.

Trade journalists and industry advisors working directly in the market (e.g., helping PE firms evaluate target companies) were considerably more adamant. Like most PE investors, they believed prices were inflated: two of three journalists, five of seven investment bankers, and three of six consultants in our sample reported that the market was clearly in a bubble. In 2005, one banker observed, “PE firms are overpaying now... To close a deal, they pay the extra multiple.”

Like the skeptical PE investors, these advisors predicted a crash. Explaining that he was...
“suspect of the market,” a consultant warned, “At some point, the market will have a correction.” Another said, “We worry about what happens when the music stops.” Note that trade journalists cover hundreds of firms and cultivate sources across the entire industry, and any one investment bank or consulting firm works with numerous PE firms. So, the fact that these respondents believed public valuations were inflated further validates that skepticism was prevalent across the entire market, not just our sample. Furthermore, as early as 2005 and continuing throughout the bubble, there was public speculation about the existence of a PE bubble both in the national news and trade press as well as among industry leaders at major PE conferences (e.g., Primack 2005; Dixon 2007).

The foregoing evidence constitutes the first contribution of our article. Across all categories of respondents, there was widespread dissent from prevailing public valuations in 2005. Comments that prices were “crazy,” “outrageous,” “stupid,” and bound to “crash” cannot be reconciled with an orthodox account, which assumes prices accurately reflect value conditional on the financing environment; nor can they be explained by a collective delusion account. Instead, they represent the first, direct evidence in support of the key prediction of institutionalist accounts that markets with restricted short selling can experience bubbles despite widespread recognition of the market’s mispricing.

**Test 2: 2005 to 2007 Dissenter Behavior–Rational Sitting or Optimal Dancing?**

But what did these dissenters (investors who believed current prices were inflated) do during the ensuing bubble years? As noted, existing institutionalist theories predict that, in markets where there are limits to arbitrage, the degree of liquidity in the market determines how dissenters behave. When markets are liquid, the optimal strategy is often to dance, buying assets at today’s inflated prices to resell at higher prices prior to the market’s correction (Abreu and Brunnermeier 2003). However, when markets are illiquid, as in PE, such investors should sit out until prices correct (Miller 1977).

Our data are surprising, then. While 4 of the 16 PE investors who recognized the bubble in 2005 curtailed investment activity over the next few years, the majority—9 of 16—participated actively in the inflating market. Three of the firms added in 2010 did the same. These investors purchased more companies, at a faster pace and in larger transactions than ever, paying prices they knew to be in excess of the companies’ underlying values. We classify these investors as “dancers” because, as in optimal dancing models (e.g., Abreu and Brunnermeier 2003), they spoke in terms of Keynesian speculation, that is, paying high prices today with the intention of selling at even higher prices tomorrow. An investor whose firm danced during the bubble explained, “We’d project out the price that we felt we could get when we sold the business, and we felt we were basing this [the price they paid] on appropriate assumptions of sales prices.”

Such behavior was not just limited to our sample. The prevalence of dancing across PE actually inspired what has become the most infamous quote of the broader financial market excesses of that time. In 2007, Chuck Prince, CEO of Citibank (a lender in many PE deals), told his employees that so long as PE investors wanted to keep dancing—as they were widely believed to be doing—then Citibank should keep providing them with debt to finance their deals: “When the music stops in terms of liquidity, things will get complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing.” Moreover, given the prevalence of skepticism about price levels both in our sample and in the broader PE market dialogue of the time, the sheer volume of PE investment activity in 2005 to 2007 implies considerable dancing (Figure 1).

Our 2005 interviews reveal specific examples of investor dancing at the time, offering direct evidence of this strategy. For instance, the investor who called prices “outrageous” and “crazy” explained in the same interview that his firm was

---

11 Given data limitations, we were unable to classify three firms in our 2005 sample as either a sitter or a dancer. Even if all three had sat out (which anecdotal evidence suggests is not the case), dancing still would have been the majority strategy in our 2005 sample.
nevertheless highly focused on “closing deals” (in the homebuilding product sector, one of the most overpriced). Other investors who said prices were inflated spoke similarly about being highly “pre-occupied” (in the words of one) with finding ever more investments to make in the current market.

Post-crash interviews provide further evidence of dancing and additional insight into the strategy. Dancers admitted knowingly paying high prices that were unjustified by the underlying fundamentals. An investor whose firm danced articulated the logic, “We knew we were paying prices above average for historical LBOs... We believed ‘we can justify paying \( x \) times [EBITDA] because we’ll get \( x \) plus times on the way out.”

Across all market segments, dancers made similar admissions:

We all recognized that we were getting to a point where—let’s just say to an unsustainable pace... [But] we were active... We made a lot of investments then. It’s absolutely not the case that we said, “Let’s stay out of market.” (PE investor, mega firm)

We were fully aware we were in a bubble... We did some deals at the peak. (PE investor, medium firm)

There was a collective belief that things were at relatively high prices... The idea that people didn’t know there was a bubble didn’t exist. People knew these were frothy times... We definitely overpaid for the [deals] we did then. (PE investor, small firm)

A trade journalist who had identified the bubble in his 2005 interview reflected back in 2011, “PE had a bubble. Prices were rising unsustainably... I thought for the most part they [PE investors] agreed with me intellectually [that prices were inflated] but ultimately it didn’t change their behavior.” That it didn’t—that many investors continued to invest despite realizing the market was overpriced—leaves us with a puzzle. Although we observe that dancing occurred and fueled the PE bubble, and although this finding is consistent with the sociological and political science literature that says “dissimulation” can drive distorted valuations (Wedeen 1999), such behavior occurred in the absence of the key condition existing institutionalist theory assumes is necessary for observing it: liquidity.

As one PE investor remarked, “We are not public market investors who can get in and out of the market by picking up the phone to a broker when we see things start to turn. We’re dealing with sizable companies, transformative transactions that take weeks and months and sometimes years to line up.” Given this, theory tells us that dancing would be suboptimal and therefore avoided. The finding of prevalent suboptimal dancing in the absence of theory to explain it constitutes our article’s second contribution.

It appears that the PE bubble would not have occurred had all the investors who recognized that prices were too high sat out of the market. We learn from this that bubbles can be fueled by investors who are sophisticated in their approach to value but nonetheless err in the investment strategies they pursue. This calls for development of new theory. To do so, we must first address two key questions: Was dancing really suboptimal for PE investors? If so, why did some investors nevertheless adopt it?

**Was Dancing Suboptimal?**

The puzzle of PE dancing would be resolved if dancing were suboptimal only for LPs, not PE investors. Indeed, PE investors receive significant short-term economic benefits from dancing, irrespective of long-term returns. They collect transaction fees every time they buy or sell a company and annual monitoring fees from each portfolio company (Metrick and Yasuda 2010). For each fund, they also collect an annual management fee of 2 percent of the fund’s committed capital. Because they cannot raise a new fund until their existing one is mostly invested, they may disregard prices and invest quickly to raise that next fund and collect more management fees.

Given recent examples of financial market malfeasance (cf. Perrow 2010), we must ask whether these short-term incentives alone can explain PE dancing during the bubble. Careful consideration suggests a more nuanced perspective, though, and the data demonstrate that despite
its short-term benefits, dancing was suboptimal for PE investors, not just LPs.

First, these short-term incentives are always present in PE, so they cannot alone explain why investors would knowingly pay inflated prices during some periods but not others. Also, if dancers were simply exploiting LPs’ capital for short-term personal gain during the bubble, why admit to us in 2005 that prices were too high? They could have obscured the malfeasance by claiming prices reflected robust economic fundamentals.

Most important, the data overwhelmingly demonstrate that dancing was simply not optimal for PE investors. In our 2010 and 2011 interviews, we asked PE investors what had been the best strategy for a PE firm to adopt during the bubble, and all but one (regardless of what strategy they had adopted) acknowledged that dancing had been wrong and that the first-best strategy was to have remained disciplined and sat out of the market by refusing to overpay for deals.\(^{12}\)

The issue is that although there are short-term incentives to dance, there remain powerful countervailing incentives to care about long-term investment returns. Recall that PE investors invest their own capital—not just LPs’—to purchase assets, meaning they are not simply agents. In economists’ principal–agent models, having such “skin in the game” (as one respondent put it) is the key mechanism for countering short-term temptations to exploit. Moreover, PE investors share in the long-term investment profits through carried interest, and such profit sharing can dwarf fee-driven compensation.\(^{13}\) Yet dancing did not optimize such returns. Returns from investments made during the bubble have been poor relative to historical returns. As of mid-2013, PE firms still held $776 billion worth of unsold assets, the majority of which were purchased during the bubble and were now valued either below cost or below the hurdle-rate return, meaning dancers will receive no carried interest from them.

Furthermore, investors appeared quite aware that lasting financial success in PE is achieved by raising a sequence of increasingly larger funds (not by playing a one-shot game of maximizing a single fund’s fees) and that this depends upon building a track record of strong returns for LPs. They further recognized that dancing was inconsistent with that. Numerous dancers echoed one investor’s sentiment that “I’d not have invested as actively and would have waited it out,” preserving capital to invest after prices corrected. (Also, whereas sitters took advantage of the bubble’s inflated prices to sell existing companies, dancers tended to hold theirs, believing they could sell at even higher prices later. Because transaction fees are paid when companies are bought or sold, this further suggests dancers were not just trying to maximize fees.)

In our 2010 and 2011 interviews, dancers feared a “judgment day,” “shakeout,” and “catastrophic consequences” for the most egregious dancers, predicting that such firms would die when LPs refused to invest in their subsequent funds. Indeed, LPs significantly reduced their commitments postbubble (Figure 2), and dancers have had considerable difficulty raising new capital relative to sitters.\(^{14}\)

To be sure, just because dancing might jeopardize LP relationships and suboptimize long-term returns does not mean PE investors kept these factors in mind. Research on hyperbolic discounting demonstrates that actors often struggle to avoid short-term temptations even in the presence of powerful long-term incentives. However, a bedrock principle in that literature is that investment in illiquid investments is the key mechanism for disciplining actors to discount the future appropriately (Laibson 1997). Because PE is an illiquid market, PE investors should have been

---

\(^{12}\) By contrast, Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004) and Temin and Voth (2004) describe dancing as the optimal strategy in the bubbles they study.

\(^{13}\) In 2011, the three founders of the Carlyle Group, a large PE firm, each made $134 million from their share of the firm’s investment profits as well as approximately $70 million from returns on each founder’s own personal investments in the firm’s funds, compared to $250,000 in salary and $3.5 million in bonus (i.e., the two fee-driven compensation components). That year, each also put between $97 million and $164 million of their own capital back into Carlyle’s funds (Zuckerman and Dezember 2012).

\(^{14}\) Four PE firms in our sample raised new funds at approximately the same time in 2005. Two danced; two sat. By 2011, one dancer had given up on fund-raising and appeared to be winding down operations. After a difficult fund-raising process, the other ultimately raised a new fund that was considerably smaller than the firm’s prior fund. The two sitters (who invested the majority of their 2005 funds postcrash) had both raised new, larger funds.
highly attuned to the future consequences of dancing and recognized that this was a suboptimal long-term strategy, both for themselves and LPs. In fact, when we examine why respondents chose to dance, we are led directly to their beliefs about liquidity and their LPs’ likely response.

Misperceptions Supporting Suboptimal Dancing

Our data suggest that two misperceptions about the market environment made dancing seem reasonable at the time and that dancers held these mistaken beliefs, whereas sitters did not. Given the nature of interview data, a causal link between these misperceptions and suboptimal dancing should be regarded as preliminary. Nevertheless, the qualitative evidence highlights their importance in investors’ decision to dance.

*False sense of liquidity.* During the bubble, one-third of the dancers in our sample seemed to believe PE’s liquidity environment had permanently changed to now support dancing. To be sure, PE was experiencing relatively high levels of liquidity, in that debt was cheap and plentiful. In 2005, sitters and dancers alike mentioned this as a major environmental factor. A mega-fund investor commented, “Capital is a commodity now,” whereas one from a medium-sized firm observed, “Capital is one of the least difficult things in this space.”

Sitters were appropriately skeptical of this situation, noting the debt markets were in a “crazy” and “cyclical” moment that would not last. They linked the current availability of capital to increased liquidity in PE but were clear that any increased liquidity was only as long-lived as this credit cycle. Some dancers, however, interpreted the increased availability of capital as “sustainable,” reflecting the long-term “institutionalization” of PE investing. A banker who advised many dancers during the bubble captured this sentiment in 2005, saying, “This [liquidity] will never dry up... [PE] has gone from an illiquid cowboy-type environment where a small group of really bright people made money, to a very liquid environment.” Respondents’ postcrash comments provide further insight into such thinking. A dancer recalled internal meetings during the bubble in which he and his colleagues decided to pay prices they knew to be above fundamental value because they believed “all the now obviously false arguments” that conditions in the market had permanently changed and they would be able to sell at even higher prices later. According to an LP, dancers like this one “fundamentally believed the world had changed” and operated with “the assumption the capital markets would be there” to support dancing.

Not all dancers in our sample believed liquidity had permanently changed, however. Like sitters, another third of the dancers recognized that the capital markets were in a cyclical peak and any increased liquidity in PE was only temporary. In 2005, an investor from a mega-fund that danced said, “I feel like this will last as long as interest rates stay low, but once the cycle turns, it will be harder to get deals done... Interest rates aren’t low forever.”

The mistake of these dancers was to overestimate their firms’ ability to navigate it successfully. The investor quoted earlier as saying that “PE will blow up” reported in 2005 that the success of dancing “all depends on the credit mentality,” which he readily acknowledged was temporary. Yet in his 2010 interview, he recounted meetings where he and his colleagues had decided to dance for a while longer, believing there would still be time to sell their assets at higher prices. Another dancer summed up the basis for such thinking: “Everyone stayed in... People are going to dance as long as the music plays... Everyone was suffering from the same illusions. It was a bubble mentality... People’s elevated view of self, ‘I know what I’m doing, I can lead us through the treacherous waters.’”

*False sense of safety in numbers.* An additional misperception supported dancing by reassuring investors that, even if dancing proved suboptimal, LPs were unlikely to punish them.

15A particular strategy that facilitated such thinking was the increased use of dividend recapitalizations (“recaps”) whereby a PE firm refines the debt of an acquired company based on a higher valuation and extracts a dividend. This strategy may have made it appear that it was easier to exit investments quickly at a profit, but recaps do not provide a level of liquidity sufficient to justify dancing (see Grant 2008). Two reasons are that (1) recaps take at least several months to complete and (2) they depend on an increase in the company’s valuation from the time of acquisition, and so they depend on either value-enhancing operational improvements or further price increases, both of which take time to transpire.
Specifically, dancers assumed they had “safety in numbers” (Zwiebel 1995; cf. Keynes [1936] 1960:158). In 2005, all of the respondents who went on to dance through the bubble indicated that they believed everyone else was also participating in the bubble. Most believed everyone was knowingly dancing like themselves, though some suspected there were a few “fools” in the market too, unwittingly paying high prices. Post-crash, respondents observed that a “pack mentality” had operated during the bubble. Such herding is relevant in PE because when LPs decide whether to invest in a new fund, they typically focus less on a firm’s overall past performance and more on its relative performance.16

By this logic, if there was a chance dancing might be successful (because one believed the liquidity environment could possibly support it), then not dancing was risky. A dancer explained, “You definitely knew you were in a boom, but you’re worried about being left out.” Moreover, if dancing failed, the negative consequences would be minimal and mistakes easy to justify because everyone else’s returns would also be poor. Characterizing the logic he believed some dancers used, an LP said, “It was absolutely clear. Everyone knew it was insanity but you participate. If you’re going to fail, do it with a lot of company... People [who danced can] say ‘We all drank the Kool-Aid... We all made the same mistakes. Now we’re getting back to business.’” Consistent with this, an investor in our sample justified his own firm’s dancing, saying, “We were in the same fish tank as everyone else... Most funds were hurt, right?”

Note that with a sense of safety in numbers, it then becomes reasonable to take advantage of the short-term incentives to dance (i.e., fees), regardless of investments’ long-term prospects. So, although we argued earlier that fee-based incentives alone were insufficient for explaining dancing, once investors mistakenly believed that they had safety in numbers and/or that the liquidity environment might support such a strategy, the temptation to exploit short-term fees likely added fuel to the inflating bubble. One sitter explained, “I guess it’s the Chuck Prince phenomenon. You’ve gotta keep dancing. Plus they were rewarded handsomely to keep playing. The optimal strategy [in their minds] was to raise as much money as you could think of, spend it as quickly as possible and take whacking great fees... But the strategy was flawed. It all came crashing down.”

Our data suggest that the reason it “all came crashing down” was because dancers’ perceptions of liquidity and safety in numbers were wrong. When the market crashed, dancers had overpriced investments they could not unload and dissatisfied LPs, whereas sitters had preserved both capital and LP favor. Had dancers read their market environment correctly, they would have anticipated this outcome and sat out, and the bubble would never have occurred. Thus, although our data do not allow us to speculate about why sitters avoided these misperceptions when dancers did not, these data strongly suggest that the PE bubble was directly fueled by suboptimal dancing and that this dancing was predicated on investors having misread key environmental conditions. In the next two sections, we develop the general implications of this finding for theory.

I. Theory Development: Mistakes about Market Liquidity

To appreciate this finding’s novelty, contrast it with two well-known collective delusion theories. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) attribute bubbles to the widespread belief that “this time is different” and fundamental valuations have permanently increased. But in PE, we saw investors invoke such language with regard to liquidity to justify dancing, even while recognizing that this time was not different with regard to valuations. Akerlof and Shiller (2009:152) contend that investors’ animal spirits make them overconfident in both their own estimates of value and their
estimates of others’ estimates, such that they believe prices “will always go up strongly.” But in PE, we find investors who are overconfident about their ability to navigate a complicated liquidity environment. PE dancers had an accurate sense of value and even a good sense of one another’s estimates of value (no one believed the market was dominated by deluded fools who had overestimated value), but they had an inaccurate sense of market liquidity. This warped their investment strategies but not their valuations (dancers knew prices were inflated).

This is a subtle but crucial difference, and it leads to a new understanding of the conditions driving bubbles. A bubble fueled by value delusion should become increasingly fragile as it inflates because even previously optimistic investors become skeptical after a point. This is why massive bubbles, which inflate well beyond any seemingly reasonable estimates of value, are so hard to understand in retrospect. By contrast, a bubble fueled by delusion about liquidity can be self-sustaining. As investors believe the market is more liquid, dancing seems more viable, and as investors dance, the market seems more liquid. Given this dynamic, collective liquidity delusion may explain the extent and duration of many major financial market bubbles better than value delusion.

The notion of a liquidity delusion also moves beyond existing institutionalist theories. Both optimal dancing and rational sitting models assume one-to-one correspondence between skill in estimating asset values and skill in reading the market environment: that is, investors who spot the market’s mispricing are assumed to read the liquidity environment correctly and so know whether it is better to sit or dance—and if they dance, they are assumed to know where prices are going and when they will crash. To appreciate what is distinct in our findings, consider a memo that leaked throughout the PE industry and trade press in 2007.

William Conway, the co-founder of one of the largest PE firms, the Carlyle Group, wrote a memo to his staff in January 2007. Like many of our respondents, he directly linked the “enormous availability of cheap debt” to liquidity and dancing in PE: “There is so much liquidity in the world financial system that lenders (even ‘our’ lenders) are making very risky credit decisions.

This debt has enabled us to do transactions that were previously unimaginable... and has resulted in (generally) higher exit multiples than entry multiples.” He acknowledged, “This liquidity environment cannot go on forever. I know that the longer it lasts, the greater the pressures will be on all of us to take advantage of this liquidity. And I know that the longer it lasts, the worse it will be when it ends... But I do not know when it will end.” Nevertheless, he wrote (in all capital letters) that he expected it “WILL CONTINUE FOR AT LEAST THE NEXT 12–24 MONTHS. FRANKLY, I SEE NO CATALYST THAT WILL LEAD TO A QUICK, LARGE, OR DRAMATIC CHANGE IN GLOBAL LIQUIDITY.”

This memo is telling for two reasons. First, existing institutional theories suggest that if a prominent player publicly broadcasts that prices are inflated, such broadcast will act as a “coordinating event,” causing the bubble to burst (Abreu and Brunnermeier 2003). The logic is akin to a child announcing that the emperor has no clothes (Centola et al. 2005): once it becomes common knowledge that prices are inflated, dancers close out their positions because they expect others to do so. Yet Conway’s memo was clear that market prices had become inflated, and the PE bubble did not burst immediately in response. This seems to reflect the fact that PE dancing was fueled by erroneous beliefs about liquidity, and on this score, the memo did not clarify matters (and, in fact, liquidity evaporated much sooner than Conway forecasted). Investors already widely believed the emperor was naked (there was a bubble), and they assumed their peers were equally aware; but given the erroneously perceived environmental conditions of high debt-fueled liquidity into the foreseeable future, they reasoned it was best to dissimulate (dance). Had Conway’s memo challenged this perception, it might have occasioned a crash.

In short, it was not enough for investors to appreciate, as Conway and many dancers in our sample did, that the market’s debt-fueled liquidity could not support dancing indefinitely; they also had to recognize that they would be unable to time their exits before that liquidity evaporated. This distinction between debt-fueled liquidity and the more transactional sense of it constitutes the second lesson we can draw from Conway’s memo and our foregoing findings: mistakes about liq-
liquidity may be especially likely given the complex nature of the phenomenon. The ability to move in and out of positions in a market is a function of both (1) conditions in the broader capital markets and (2) the nature of the transactions themselves. A large supply of cheap capital can make transactional liquidity seem higher for a period of time, but visibility into when—and how quickly—the capital markets will turn is notoriously difficult, for it depends on highly complex, systemic activity outside one’s own market. And when the capital markets do turn, the nature of the market’s transactions ultimately determines whether dancers can exit in time.

II. Theory Development:
Mistakes about Peer Behavior

A second theoretical implication of this study pertains to the crucial role of market visibility in bubbles. Recall that although one-fourth of our sample curtailed investment activity, the dancers believed everyone was participating in the bubble. When we examine why they developed this false sense of safety in numbers, we uncover a constellation of institutional factors that obscured others’ sitting. We do not identify one single factor as directly responsible because sitting’s invisibility is actually overdetermined in PE. Rather, our analysis suggests how a range of institutional conditions can impact market visibility and thus where scholars and policy makers might direct their attention when seeking to study and manage future bubbles.

Start with short selling constraints. A previously unappreciated implication of short selling constraints is that they not only silence dissenting voices but also obscure sitters’ strategy. The PE case reveals that in the absence of countervailing mechanisms to support visibility, investors who stay in the market see only those investors who are also actively participating, not those who have departed, and this can skew their perception of peers’ investment strategies, thus motivating a decision to dance.

Of course, sitters’ behavior could still become visible via social networks. After all, awareness of peer strategies often spreads through formal and informal ties, like those observed among some traders (e.g., Preda 2012; Simon et al. 2012). However, the presence of networks has not prevented past bubbles, perhaps because social networks do not necessarily promote trust. (If an investor hears that some peers have sat out, how can the investor know this is not just a strategic decoy?)

In fact, and in contrast to what others have found in public markets, our interview data suggest that PE investors rarely communicate with one another directly about current investment activities. This is unsurprising as PE firms historically sought proprietary deals of which their competitors were unaware and now participate in blind auctions. Participants sign legal documents forbidding communication with the other PE firms in the auction, and they can see neither which firms those are nor their bids. Such restrictions aim to prevent PE firms from colluding to suppress prices, but they also obscure visibility into one another’s strategies.

The dominance of auctions also means that PE investors gain market information (e.g., overall investment activity and pricing levels) only if they participate. This is how they gain access to company financials and can compare their own estimates of value to ultimate sale prices. Consequently, PE firms rarely ever withdraw completely from the market. One sitter explained, “No PE firm will tell you they stepped out of the market. You can’t afford to. You still want to see deals, stay in the flow.” In a sense, sitters thus engage in their own form of dissimulation. To remain informed of market conditions (and in hopes of winning a deal at a fair price if ever possible), sitters continued to participate in auctions during the bubble, conducting due diligence and submitting bids. But in contrast to dancers, they only bid their estimate of a company’s underlying value, meaning they consistently lost and effectively sat out.

To the extent sitters were visible, then, they looked like dancers. Cultural dynamics in PE likely encouraged this reading. Although sitting out can prevent future loss of capital, it does not generate returns and so garners little attention, whereas “doing deals” carries the prospect of returns and is more culturally salient as reflected in industry vernacular (Turco 2010). Accordingly, the trade press covers deal activity (who is doing what deals), not its absence.
Such dynamics may also help explain why LPs apparently failed to transmit information about sitting to dancers. While some sitters explained their strategy to LPs, most did not advertise their inactivity. (As discussed, LPs in our sample were unsure how to interpret the heated market, and they do not make money from PE sitting.) Nevertheless, PE investors did receive market information from some third parties—their investment bankers, lenders, and consultants. But these actors are paid per transaction, profiting from high levels of market activity, and by 2010 and 2011, some PE investors speculated that such advisors may have hyped deal activity and downplayed the extent of sitting to serve their own interests.

Taken together, the foregoing observations suggest that even when investors are directly or indirectly connected to one another, they may not have good visibility into peer strategies. To the contrary, the institutional context may obscure peer behavior, not reveal it. While existing institutionalist theories have overlooked this, recent work in the sociology of distorted valuation offers some relevant insights. Consider two recent contributions. In Strang and Macy (2001), managers over-adopt faddish business practices because they lack visibility into peer firms’ behavior, relying instead on business press and consultants who overstate the overall adoption and efficacy of those practices. Similarly, in Centola et al.’s (2005) analysis of unpopular norms, actors who cannot see the full distribution of peer behavior (e.g., conformity, deviance, enforcement) are more likely to engage in false adoption and enforcement.

Although neither model speaks directly to the PE bubble, each is consistent with the idea that institutional features of markets can obscure the full range of peer strategies, and that this can lead actors to pursue suboptimal strategies that drive distorted valuations, just as we saw in PE. Our evidence also points to a key but hidden assumption in these models: actors are often unaware of, and thus fail to adjust for, institutional limits on visibility (see also Zuckerman 2012:228). More generally, if past institutionalist theories of bubbles imply that short selling constraints act like restrictions on freedom of expression in other cases of distorted valuation, our case demonstrates that a market’s institutional features can also act like restrictions on freedom of assembly, preventing investors from coming together and observing one another’s strategies directly, and that this can fuel a bubble.

**Conclusion**

We began by noting that collective delusion and institutionalist accounts make distinct predictions about the extent of dissent during bubbles. Our first finding lent strong support to an institutionalist explanation of the PE bubble. Therefore we should no longer presume that collective delusion on valuation is necessary to drive bubbles. Nevertheless, our second finding of suboptimal dancing and our analysis of the false assumptions underlying it suggest that the PE bubble was indeed fueled by a form of collective blunder, just one unanticipated by existing theory. Specifically, we documented a case of collective error on investment strategy and identified the mistakes investors made in reading their environment that led to that.

This has potentially far-reaching consequences for financial market research. All heterodox theory seems to assume that the key errors investors make pertain to valuation and that conditional on arriving at a given valuation, investors follow the appropriate investment strategy. This assumption is core to behavioral finance in its examination of the cognitive and behavioral traps that lead actors to misestimate asset values (see Barberis and Thaler 2005; Hirshleifer 2001). It also appears in institutionalist models of sitting and dancing, where investors who are smart about valuation are assumed to be smart about reading the market environment and selecting the optimal investment strategy for it. On its face, this assumption seems reasonable, because investors who are motivated and able to accurately assess an asset’s fundamental value would seem motivated and able to determine an appropriate investment strategy relative to that asset. Cases of successful dancing suggest it is sometimes an accurate assumption (Brunnermeier and Nagel 2004; Temin and Voth 2004). Yet our results suggest that we can better understand financial market dynamics if we relax this assumption.

A key implication of our study is that the cognitive challenge of accurately valuing tangible
assets may pale in comparison to the more sociological challenge of understanding a market’s complex social and competitive dynamics to select the appropriate investment strategy. Although particular aspects of this challenge are salient in PE, the more general challenge of navigating an environment that is collectively constructed by market participants—and thus seemingly more or less liquid—is generic. And if the highly motivated, sophisticated PE investors collectively failed at this challenge, it is quite likely that other bubbles are driven by similar failures.

Finally, by highlighting the role of collective delusion about liquidity and institutional limits on visibility, our study has important policy implications. First, we find that dancing can fuel a bubble even when there is widespread recognition of the bubble and even when the sustainability of liquidity is publicly questioned. Perhaps the only measures to defuse such a bubble, then, are limiting the supply—or raising the cost—of capital. Accordingly, policy makers should be vigilant when the cost of capital is so low that it may promote liquidity delusion even when there is no value delusion.

A second lesson is that, just like other cases of distorted valuation, bubbles should be seen less as the product of intractable behavioral tendencies and more as the product of institutional failure and thus amenable to institutional solutions. When the environment is highly complex and presents participants with a biased picture of one another’s strategic behavior, there is a significant likelihood of collective error in the strategies that are adopted. This results in what we have seen in the PE bubble—an episode of distorted valuation, whereby the “smart money” was too smart by half—that is, with limited visibility into the market, they applied the wrong investment strategy despite knowing the right valuation. Future research should examine how institutional conditions that create transparency may promote more accurate interpretations of the complex social and collective environment that is the market.
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